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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS SUMMARY
 Allocation Model for Patrol (AMP) is currently employed by numerous police

agencies.

Had to be significantly re-designed to fit the distinctive major city role of HPD.
 Justex tailored its newly developed Allocation Model for Investigation (AMI) to

HPD.

In development for over five years, the AMI model provides quantified analysis of
investigative effort.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL

Variation in
Police/Citizen Ratios;
Officers per Thousand
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL
Primary Determinates of Patrol Staffing Requirements
 Visibility of officers
 Ability to meet response time goals for Priority 1 calls
•

Deployment Density

•

Unit Availability

 Ability to meet response time goals for Priority 2 calls / Priority 3+
 Sufficient time to effectively handle a given call-for-service – a quality response
 Engagement in self-initiated activities:
•

Suspicious persons/vehicles/circumstances

•

Focused deterrence (such as drug distribution hot spots)

•

Traffic enforcement

•

Citizen engagement

•

Problem identification and notification
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL
For the calculations of patrol staffing required to achieve
alternative performance levels, we varied combinations of six
performance levels among eleven scenarios.
 First, we added a second back-up officer responding to the calls-for-service that

policy dictates should have two officers deployed, but did not receive two officer
coverage in the baseline annual period due to lack of available units.

AMP indicates that 311 additional officers and 54 sergeants would be required to
provide two officer dispatch to all calls that are stipulated as such by policy.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL
 Second, we varied the amount of proactive patrol time, increasing proactive patrol to

15 minutes per hour instead of the current 10 minutes.
 Third, concurrent to increasing proactive patrol from 10 to 15 minutes per hour, we

increased administrative time from 3 to 5 minutes per hour, a more realistic value.
Reserving an average of 25% of each shift for proactive, self-initiated patrol as well as
providing two officer dispatch to all appropriate calls would require a cumulative 699
more officers/sergeants.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL
 For the fourth model, we altered the visibility interval for both arterial and

residential streets
 Increasing a “drive-by” from once every 4 hours to once an hour on arterial

thoroughfares, and
 From once every 24 hours to once every 12 hours on residential streets

The increases would require a substantial additional 883 officers and 80 sergeants for a
total of 963 positions.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: PATROL
 For the fifth model, we increased response time to Priority 2 calls-for-service from

10 minutes to 15 minutes

Saving a modest 29 positions.
 For the sixth model, we increased response time to Priority 1 calls-for-service from

5 minutes to 10 minutes—a change we do not recommend but is presented to
demonstrate the effect on required staffing.

The change only reduces staffing requirements by 39 officers.
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AMP Scenarios Illustrations

AMP SCENARIOS SUMMARY
Version

A.

Benchmark

B.

Adding 2-Officer Calls

C. Self-Initiated Patrol

Variable Changes
Estimated performance standards given current staffing,
Excludes Airports & Special Ops.
Self-initiated patrol @ 10 min/hr.;
Visibility Arterial @ every 4 hrs.;
Visibility Residential @ every 24 hrs.

Positions
Required

Change

2512

0

Adds current number of calls that should have 2 officers dispatched, but do not.

2877

365

Self-initiated patrol from 10 to 15 min/hr.;
Administrative time at 5 min/hr;
Visibility Arterial @ every 4 hrs.
Visibility Residential @ every 24 hrs.

3211

699
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
HPD Categorization of Cases by Type

HPD Categorization of Cases
Investigated by Time Spent
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
For the calculations of investigative staffing required to
achieve alternative performance levels, we varied seven
performance levels.
Data from the time/effort logs completed by 167 investigators representing all
reactive investigative units was combined with caseload data provided by HPD to
obtain the annual number of cases investigated (not to be confused with cases
occurred) by offense category and within each offense category by four suspect
status levels:
1)

Suspect Unknown,

2)

Possible Suspect ID,

3)

Known Suspect at Large,

4)

Suspect in Custody.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
The first step was to review the information extrapolated from the 167 time/effort logs
to ascertain probable foci for investigative resources that are directed only at expanded
effort to pursue cases with Possible Suspect ID leads.
Among the violent crime categories we found the following variation in average hours
for Possible Suspect ID cases:
Offense

Average Hours Dedicated

Murder / Homicide

41.99

Aggravated Assault

48.67

Robbery

11.27

Forcible Rape

21.87
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
To increase the average time spent on robberies with possible suspect ID from 11.27
hours to 20.00 hours would require 12 additional robbery investigators.
To increase the average time spent on forcible rape from 21.87 hours to 40.00 hours
would require 9 additional investigators.
The values of 20 hours and 40 hours are premised upon professional judgment
informed by the Activity Logs of 19 investigative activities cited earlier.
Taken together increases in effort for robbery and rape to bring them more in line with
homicide and aggravated assault would require 21 additional investigators.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
 Second, we calculated the staffing increase necessary to increase post-custody

investigations for robbery.
To increase the average hours spent from 19 to 30, bringing robbery closer in line with
the other three violent Part I offenses, would require 8 more investigators.
 Third, a calculation was made to determine the number of additional investigators

required to pursue a larger percentage of Burglary and Theft cases with leads.
Increasing by 25% the number of Burglary and Theft cases with leads that are
investigated would require an additional 27 investigators.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
AMI analysis of the variation in time spent on four violent crime categories with a
suspect in custody:
Offense

Hours Spent “Suspect in Custody”

Murder / Criminal Homicide

197

Aggravated Assault

125

Robbery

16

Forcible Rape

58

Developing evidence to elevate the standard criteria for arrest, probable cause (more
likely than not likely that the suspect is the perpetrator) to the standard for conviction,
proof beyond reasonable doubt, requires not only sophisticated skill but time as well.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
 A survey of Investigative Division commanders revealed excessively high numbers of

cases with leads that were not investigated in 2013 due to lack of personnel:
 For Burglary and Theft, nearly 15,000
 Nearly 3,000 Assault cases in the Homicide Division
 Nearly 3,000 Hit-and-Runs.

 The situation is so egregious in Burglary and Theft that a separate increase is

recommended for that unit.
 However, every unit should be staffed such that all cases with leads receive at least

some attention.

 Achieving that end should be the focus of the allocation of any new resources.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS

Increased staffing to achieve both an increase in percentage of
cases with leads investigated and quality preparation for
prosecution indicates that an additional 45 investigators are
required.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
The four targeted increases—
1)

Robbery, time spent on cases with leads

2)

Rape, time spent on cases with leads

3)

Post-custody investigation for robbery, and

4)

Higher percent of follow-up for cases with leads for burglary and theft

Would total 56 additional investigative positions, a 12% increase.
Adding 45 capability enhancement investigators provides a total of 101new positions.
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS

Justex has concentrated its analysis and recommendations upon the resources for the
various investigative units to pursue cases in Category 2—to expend effort on cases
without a known suspect but with leads that if pursued might identify the perpetrator.
However, concentration on this category of cases should not be interpreted as
indicating that Categories #1, #3 and #4 are fully and adequately staffed at HPD.
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Investigative Staffing Foci
Investigators
Version

Variable Changes

Required

Benchmark

Estimated Performance Standards given current staffing
AMI Simulation this Version = 480

Increase Robbery w Leads

Hours spent on Possible Suspect ID Increased from 11.27 to 20.00

12

Increase Rape w Leads

Hours spent on Possible Suspect ID Increased from 21.87 to 40.00

9

Increase Robbery Prep.

Increase hours from 16 to 30 on Suspect in Custody cases to provide depth court preparation

8

Increase Burglary & Theft

Increase the percentage investigated with Possible Suspect ID by 25%; for Burglary from
2004 to 2505; for theft from 4150 to 5187; Burglary = +8, Theft = +19
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Increase by stipulations above Robbery, Rape, ,and Theft = 56 additional positions

56

Targeted Increases Total
General Increase Total

TOTAL

Generic quality enhancement

480

45
101
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS: INVESTIGATIONS
 There is no “correct” or accepted level of either patrol or investigative staffing.
 The HPD tailored versions of AMP and AMI provide a tool for specifying
 what will be purchased with increased patrol or investigative staffing, or
 what will have to be eliminated with decreased staffing.

 Rather than generically, “we need more patrol officers or detectives,” the models

move discussion to “we need to increase the time for proactive patrol from 10
minutes per hour to 15” or “we need to increase time spent on robbery cases with
leads.”
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HPD STAFFING ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Although Justex Systems is willing to make recommendations
based upon this report, we want to make it clear:
 any recommendation is a professional judgment,
 informed but nevertheless subjective.
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AMP
MODEL
SAMPLE
PAGE
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AMI
MODEL
SAMPLE
PAGE
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AMI
MODEL
SAMPLE
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AMI
MODEL
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